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1: Why Is Interracial Marriage on the Rise?
For example, in the United States the intermarriage formation rate in the state of Indiana between and was % for the five
large Jewish settlements and % for those counties where there was only a scattering of Jewish families.

My good colleague and long-time collaborator, Zhenchao Qian Ohio State University , and I have been
studying interracial marriage among different immigrant groups. For Asians and Hispanics, we have found
that intermarriage rates with whites have slowed downed and even reversed in some instances. The massive
influx of new immigrants has expanded the pool of potential marriage partners and revitalized ancestral and
ethno-racial identities. Obviously, there are many other important trends e. For an excellent overview of
trends, see: Asian women have among the highest rates of interracial marriage in the United States. Compared
with Asian women, Asian men have much lower rates of marriage to whites or other races. My Asian male
students sometimes complain that white guys are dating Asian women, but that white women seem
uninterested in them. There is lots of debate about why this is the case, and the empirical evidence is too weak
to draw strong conclusions. Antecdotal explanations sometimes emphasize cultural definitions of masculinity
e. To your last question, Chinese Americans overall have higher rates of outmarriage to whites than some
other Asian groups e. This probably reflects that fact that they have been in the U. But among recent Chinese
immigrantsâ€”the first generationâ€”rates of intermarriage are much lower and perhaps lower than in the past.
Some of this seems to reflect the recent influx of Chinese with lower education levels from new sending areas
e. Does interracial marriage really demonstrate a blurring of racial boundaries? If so, in what ways can we see
this happening? Does this impact the lives of black-white couples? If so, in what ways? From my perspective,
the growth of interracial marriages has definitely blurred racial boundaries in the U. They span racial
boundaries by interacting on both sides of the racial divide and, more importantly, they bring other friends and
family members with them. Also, the mixed race children of interracial couples, by definition, blur the racial
line. These children are more likely than single race children to have cross-racial friends and to marry
interracially themselves. Most children of black-white couples, however, are still likely to identify themselves
as black or African American rather than as mixed-race or some other racial label. President Obama identified
himself as black on the decennial census, even though his mother was white and his father was black. Data
from the American Community Survey showed that about 6 percent of all married couples were interracial,
compared with about 12 percent among same-sex couples. Gay men have slightly higher rates of interracial
coupling than do lesbians. This is a big topic. Do you think the Millenium generation will be significantly
different? Do you see any evidence of increasing inter-ethnic marriages between white ethnics and Hispanics?
In other words, any evidence that Hispanics are beginning to get to the stage of intimate assimilation? As I
mentioned in a previous answer, interracial dating and sexual intimacy is more common than interracial
marriage. Apparently in preparation for marriage, interracial dating also declines with age. Any increases in
the number of Hispanic-white intermarriage over the past decade or two largely reflects the massive growth of
the U. However, Hispanic immigrants in general have very low rates of intermarriage with non-Hispanic
whites or other racial groups. This reflects low levels of education, language difficulties, and little social
interaction with whites e. By the third generation native-born of native-born parents , however, intermarriage
rates with whites are much higher. This seems to reflect cultural and structural incorporation. Lichter, The
topic of the discussion is â€¦ in the context of the US but this is a universal process going on almost all the
societies â€¦. Whether we call it race biological classification , ethnic groups bio-social classification castes
social classification as in India , or class socioeconomic classification or any other term â€¦ it indicates â€¦
segregation, using differing parameters. These parameters are often defied by the people who think beyond
these materialistic or physical boundaries â€¦ Crossing over the boundaries many times leads to the conflict
among the groups and sometimes â€¦[to] honour killing, group fighting etc. Sometimes people accept such
marriages with a pinch of salt and in few cases they take it normally. These are the social implications, but the
biological consequences of such marriages create another situation in which there are so many new racial
groups are emerging that it is difficult to name all of them and it affects the genetic pool too. In this scenario,
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do you think it is still relevant to use the terms like race, class, caste and ethnic groups? Is purity of any of
these groups is not questionable? Most sociologists today view race as a social construction. So your central
point is well-taken. In fact, most survey research measures race and ethnicity by self-identification.
Respondents, not researchers or the government, classify themselves racially. Official statistics on race are not
determined on the basis of phenotype or subjective labels made by researchers. Interracial couples may even
label their children differently depending on who fills out the survey or census. Clearly, there is a large
subjective element to racial classification. But, as a sociologist, this fact is what makes it interesting to study.
Does any reduction in the rate of intermarriage simply reflect a general reduction in marriage as opposed to de
facto relationships? My work with Zhenchao Qian shows that intermarriage rates between Hispanics and
whites and between Asians and whites have declined over the past two decades. A large part of the decline is,
in fact, located in the growing supply of potential marriage partners resulting from new immigration of
co-ethnics. The decline in intermarriage is not due to declines in marriage generally, however. What are push
factors for the interracial marriages â€¦? And, What are the success indiactors of â€¦ such marriages? Most
social scientists think that the rise in interracial marriages reflects: The influence of preferences is the hardest
thing to estimate, in my opinion. Cynthia Feliciano and her colleagues have measured this directly by looking
at an on-line dating site, where enrollees can indicate their receptivity to dating persons of another race. She
finds that white men are more likely to exclude blacks as possible dates, while white women exclude Asians.
These preferences are consistent with observed intermarriage rates for these specific partner combinations.
Most previous work emphasizes changing structural opportunities to intermarry which come about with
increasing education, better jobs and incomes, declining racial residential segregation. In general, the more
that minorities are similar to whites in education, socioeconomic status, and residence, the more likely they are
to marry them. The only exception is among blacks, where higher levels of education have been largely
unrelated to marriage to whites. For blacks, race trumps education. Most studies show that interracial couples
tend to have higher rates of divorce than same-race couples. They tell a more nuanced story by comparing
black-white couples separately to white couples and black couples, rather than to all same-race couples. I
accept the argument that inter-ethnic-racial marriage is an empirical evidence of tolerance and coexistence
among different groups. However, increases in such marriages can be the result of population growth
including the increase in the size of minorities. Nevertheless, my question is: Or [they] ask the spouse to
convert to Islam before they accept the intention of their daughters to marry to Non-Muslim men â€¦ Daniel T.
Most people get married to someone within their own faith community. Muslims marry other Muslims.
Catholics marry other Catholics. Jews marry other Jews. Protestants marry other Protestants. This may partly
reflect lessons from sacred scripture. But is also reflects the fact that people marry other people who share
their values and lifestyles, and religion is important in this regard. Devoutly religious people also share the
same social circles, so the opportunties to meet and marry someone with the same religious background are
obviously much greater than meeting and marrying someone of another religious faith. There is nothing
especially exceptional about the Muslim case, except perhaps that Muslims unlike Christians are a new
immigrant group and therefore less incorporated into American society which also reduces the likelihood of
intermarriage. A good source of information on inter-faith marriage is: Has racial and ethnic intermarriage led
to a reduction in violence against negros, hispanics and asians. Am asking this question because in my country
communities where this exist it has led to a reduction in friction between this ethnic groups Daniel T. I know
of no specific research on this topic, but you have raised a very good question. My own view is that increases
in intermarriage and declines in ethnic violence are probably more the result of other large scale changes in
society, i. At the same time, intermarriage both reflects and reinforces the breakdown of racial and ethnic
boundaries in society, and promotes more harmonious race relations. Diversity and Community in the
Twenty-First Century. One of the striking recent trends has been the increase in children born to unmarried
mothersâ€”among women of all races. Obviously, the narrow focus on interacial marriage is an incomplete
indicator of the extent of social distance between groups. Other kinds of relationships also provide clues about
racial boundaries e. In general, a higher percentage of sexually intimate dating relationships than marital
relationships are interracial. Also, interracial couples also comprise a larger percentage of cohabiting than
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married couples. Joyner and Kao have also shown that interracial dating tends to decline with age â€” there is
much more experimentation at younger ages than at older ages when they begin to look for lifelong marital
partners. There is not a big literature on fertility among interracial married couples, and even fewer studies on
fertility among interracial unmarried couples. All of these have moved in ways that would seemingly result in
more racial intermarraige in the United States. In general, intermarriage increases with levels of education.
The most highly educated minorities are most likely to marry whites.
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2: Interracial marriage in the United States - Wikipedia
Interracial marriage in the United States has been legal in all U.S. states since the Supreme Court decision Loving v.
Virginia that deemed "anti-miscegenation" laws unconstitutional.

Elopements can be considered an extreme case of romantic love, producing a maximum rate of intermarriage,
while arranged marriages can be viewed as a most conscious effort to foster group survival generating a
minimum of such marriages. However, density becomes relevant only when the will for group survival has
been weakened or abandoned. Once group cohesion is weakened, however, the factor of density operates in
the expected manner: This relationship has been observed in Canada, the United States, and Australia. For
example, in the United States the intermarriage formation rate in the state of Indiana between and was Jews
are well aware of the fact that dispersal of Jewish families over a rural or urban area increases the likelihood of
intermarriage. Therefore, in urban areas they have been eager to concentrate their residence in specific
neighborhoods and to locate their institutions within them. As immigrants they have encountered economic,
cultural, and social barriers. However, in democratic societies where equalizing processes between immigrants
and older settlers and between different racial, ethnic, and religious groups are at least not discouraged and at
best consciously fostered, these barriers will be lowered with increasing length of settlement. In time, then,
Jews will become "acculturated," i. The most significant break in cultural continuity, social distance, and
personal identity occurs with the birth of each new generation. Therefore, intermarriage is likely to increase
with increased length of Jewish settlement, as measured by generations, and in the absence of continued
Jewish immigration. The Greater Washington survey found that intermarried families increased from 1. The
readiness of Jewish individuals to intermarry is met by a corresponding frame of mind on the part of
non-Jews, who, as members of the upper classes, are no longer conscious of previous status differentials or
who, as members of other immigrant groups, have also been "acculturated. In Australia, mainly because of the
immigration of refugees from Nazi Europe, the Jewish population nearly doubled between and As long as
occupational choice was limited by discriminatory practices, occupational homogeneity discouraged
intermarriage. With virtually unlimited freedom of occupational choice in the United States, individuals who
break away from traditional occupations are likely to have a higher intermarriage rate. The growth of
corporate capitalism is also likely to generate a higher rate of intermarriage. Since large corporations demand
from their executives considerable geographic and social mobility, local ties to the organized Jewish
communities become attenuated. For the total white-collar group the rate was Thus the expectation that Jews
who adhere to the traditional occupational pattern are less likely to intermarry was borne out. One is to ensure
the continuity of cultural tradition and values, the acquisition of basic skills, and of occupational training. The
other is to provide for cultural change, the production of new ideas, and technical innovation. Students who
are oriented to or exposed to the first type of schooling should be less inclined to intermarry than students
enrolled in the second type. The Greater Washington survey supports the expectation for the native-born of
native parentage. The intermarriage rate of those who had enrolled in the first type was nearly one-third lower
than of those who had attended the second type. The Greater Washington survey showed that this belief is well
founded as far as the native-born of native parentage the third and subsequent generation is concerned.
Religious education cut the intermarriage status rate in half. Since the ethnic bond â€” expressed in secular
activities and in a common language â€” has been virtually dissolved in the third generation, exposure to
religious instruction, which usually includes some learning of Jewish history and some identification with
Israel, serves as a check to intermarriage. One reason for this differential was that men take the initiative in
proposing marriage. This was especially significant in localities where Jewish families are sparsely settled.
Jewish parents allowed their sons more freedom in dating across religious lines. However, the following years
witnessed an increase in the proportion of Jewish women who intermarry, and it is likely that the sex
differential will diminish in the future. The proportion of Jewish men who intermarry varied from country to
country and within a country from place to place. In Canada only In the Netherlands, the percentage of such
bridegrooms rose from Jewish brides exhibit similar variations in their propensity to intermarry. Previously
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widowed persons, upon remarriage, have a lower intermarriage rate than persons never before married. By
contrast, persons who were previously divorced have a considerably higher intermarriage rate than the never
married. For example, in Indiana one group of previously divorced couples had an intermarriage formation
rate of The Prevention of Intermarriage In societies where democracy and individualism are dominant values,
intermarriage is bound to occur. Empirical observations have revealed that Jewish communities are trying to
keep the frequency low with the help of a "survival" formula consisting of voluntary segregation, residence in
a high-status area, a modicum of Jewish education, and Jewish group consciousness in the form of Zionism
which is defined as supporting the State of Israel. Mayer, Jewish-Gentile Courtships ; W.
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3: The Emotional Challenges of Interfaith Marriage
Today marks the 48 th anniversary of the U.S. Supreme Court decision Loving v. Virginia, which struck down all
anti-miscegenation laws remaining in 16 states. Interracial marriages have increased steadily since then. In , a
record-high 12% of newlyweds married someone of a different race.

Intermarriage in the U. As such, all references to whites, blacks, Asians, American Indians, multiracial persons
or persons of some other race include those who are not Hispanic; Hispanics may be of any race. By the same
token, if a Hispanic black person marries a non-Hispanic white person, their marriage would be classified as
one between a Hispanic and a white person rather than a black and a white person. Beginning with the census,
individuals could choose to identify with more than one group in response to the race question. In all other
years, newlyweds are those who married in that same year. Data analyses for through are limited to
newlyweds who married for the first time, while analyses for subsequent years include people marrying for the
first time and those who have remarried. While these individuals are U. They are a proxy for urban and
suburban areas. Urban residents are those who live within the central city of an MSA. Suburban residents are
those who live within an MSA county, but are not within the central city. Rural residents are those who do not
live in an MSA county. Supreme Court in the Loving v. Virginia case ruled that marriage across racial lines
was legal throughout the country. Until this ruling, interracial marriages were forbidden in many states. More
broadly, one-in-ten married people in â€” not just those who recently married â€” had a spouse of a different
race or ethnicity. This translates into 11 million people who were intermarried. The growth in intermarriage
has coincided with shifting societal norms as Americans have become more accepting of marriages involving
spouses of different races and ethnicities, even within their own families. The most dramatic increases in
intermarriage have occurred among black newlyweds. However, despite this increase, they remain the least
likely of all major racial or ethnic groups to marry someone of a different race or ethnicity. Asian and
Hispanic newlyweds are by far the most likely to intermarry in the U. For these groups, intermarriage is even
more prevalent among the U. For blacks and Asians, stark gender differences in intermarriage Among blacks,
intermarriage is twice as prevalent for male newlyweds as it is for their female counterparts. There are
dramatic gender differences among Asian newlyweds as well, though they run in the opposite direction â€”
Asian women are far more likely to intermarry than their male counterparts. In contrast, among white and
Hispanic newlyweds, the shares who intermarry are similar for men and women. A more diverse population
and shifting attitudes are contributing to the rise of intermarriage The rapid increases in intermarriage rates for
recently married whites and blacks have played an important role in driving up the overall rate of
intermarriage in the U. Among all newlyweds, the share who are Hispanic has risen by 9 percentage points
since , and the share who are Asian has risen 4 points. Meanwhile, the share of newlyweds who are white has
dropped by 15 points. Attitudes about intermarriage are changing as well. The decline in opposition to
intermarriage in the longer term has been even more dramatic, a new Pew Research Center analysis of data
from the General Social Survey has found. Opposition to a close relative entering into an intermarriage with a
spouse who is Hispanic or Asian has also declined markedly since , when data regarding those groups first
became available. The share of nonwhites saying they would oppose having a family member marry a white
person has edged downward as well. Intermarriage somewhat more common among the college educated In ,
the rate of intermarriage did not differ markedly by educational attainment among newlyweds. Since that time,
however, a modest intermarriage gap has emerged. The educational gap is most striking among Hispanics:
Among white newlyweds, intermarriage rates are similar regardless of educational attainment. This pattern is
driven entirely by whites; Hispanics and Asians are more likely to intermarry if they live in non-metro areas.
The rates do not vary by place of residence for blacks. Among black newlyweds, the gender gap in
intermarriage increases with education: There is a sharp partisan divide in attitudes about interracial marriage.
Census Bureau definition , ethnicity refers to whether an individual is of Hispanic origin or not. Intermarriages
are defined as marriages between Hispanic and non-Hispanic persons, or marriages between white, black,
Asian, American Indian or multiracial persons, or persons who report that they are some other race.
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4: Interracial Relationships that Changed History | PBS
Intermarriage plays a key role in stratification systems. Spousal resemblance reinforces social boundaries within and
across generations, and the rules of intermarriage govern the ways that social mobility may occur.

Tweet In , when Mildred Jeter met Richard Loving, marrying a person of a different race was illegal in 29
states. According to Census data, while Jeter, a Black and Native American woman, and Loving, a White
man, fell in love and decided to get married. They were married in In , the Supreme Court ruled unanimously
on the side of the couple. Virginia verdict made interracial marriage bans illegal across the country. The
United States has come a long way since then. Professed attitudes about interracial marriage have also
changed dramatically. In , Pew Research polled Americans on whether they believed it was acceptable for
Blacks and Whites to date each other. The progressive views of young Americans suggest that the country is
likely to become even more open-minded about intermarriage. The raw numbers show that over the last
several decades, the number of intermarriages among young couples has nearly tripled. But how much
progress has really been made? Our examination of the data suggests that the increasing rate of intermarriage
may be driven by demographic changes more than changing attitudes. There are also fewer White people â€”
the group that has always been least likely to intermarry. Once these demographic changes are accounted for, a
large portion of the increase in intermarriage rates vanishes. More accepting professed beliefs do not seem to
be the main cause of the rise in the number interracial couples. Hispanic is considered an ethnic category, not a
racial one. For the remainder of this article, we will only examine intermarriage, so our analysis begins in We
chose to analyze intermarriage because this is the metric typically discussed by researchers and the media. The
following chart displays the intermarriage rate over time for couples where both members are 35 or under.
Census Rates of intermarriage have seen a positive, almost linear increase since Census The most dramatic
change over the last several decades is the number of Blacks intermarrying. Today the rate is But Black
people only made up between six to seven percent of the total under 35 married population during this period.
The percentage of intermarried Whites more than tripled from 2. Though this rate of growth is not as high as
that of the Black population, it is a larger component of the general rise in intermarriage. This is because
Whites make up the majority of married people â€” though their share is decreasing. As the chart shows,
Hispanics and Asians are significantly more likely to intermarry than White people. But they are actually
slightly less likely to be intermarried today than in But demographic changes likely account for more than this
3. Diversity also creates more opportunities for intermarriage for all Americans. Almost surely, some of the
Whites who were not intermarried in would have been more likely to marry a person from different race or
ethnicity had the population been more diverse. In the chart below, the blue trend line is our estimate of the
rate of intermarriage if the demographics of the young married population had not changed since â€” the
orange line shows the actual increase. While there is still an increase, it is not even close to what we saw in the
first chart. In other words, changing beliefs is responsible for only a fraction of the increasing intermarriage
rate. We arrived at this conclusionâ€”and created the above chartâ€”by calculating how much closer
Americans have come to marrying without regard to race. In actuality, though, only 2. Thus, White people
were roughly six times more likely than random to marry another White person. By , however, Whites were
only four times more likely than random to marry another White person. Thirty-five percent of the young
married population was not White, and White people intermarried 8. To get our approximation of what
intermarriage rates would have without demographic change, we simulated the intermarriage rate holding the
proportion of Americans from each group constant through time. The only variable we allowed to change was
how much less likely each group was to intermarry than if it was random. The estimate does not take into
account factors like local geography, but it still gives a good sense of how much the rise in intermarriage is
due to changing demographics. It is also number one in terms of intermarriage. Whites are particularly likely
to intermarry with Asians and Hispanics, and thus places where there are large Asian and Hispanic populations
tend to have higher intermarriage rates. The scatter plot shows the relationship between the percentage of the
population that is Hispanic, Asian or Other, and the proportion of the population that is intermarried. The rate
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of couples intermarrying in the United States continues to rise. Much of it is just math. Progress has been
made, but significantly less than the raw numbers would make you think. Check out Priceonomics Content
Marketing.
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5: Interracial marriage: Who is â€˜marrying outâ€™? | Pew Research Center
Intermarriage in the United States tilts West. About one-in-five (22%) of all newlyweds in Western states married
someone of a different race or ethnicity between and , compared with 14% in the South, 13% in the Northeast and 11%
in the Midwest.

White , Black , Mestizo The study found that in This compares to 8. Other combinations consists of pairings
between different minority groups, multi-racial people, and American Indians. Among all newlyweds in ,
native-born Hispanics and Asians were far more likely to intermarry than foreign-born Hispanics and Asians:
Foreign-born excludes immigrants who arrived married. Gender patterns in intermarriage vary widely. Among
Asians, the gender pattern runs the other way. Among whites and Hispanics, by contrast, there are no gender
differences in intermarriage rates. Rates of intermarriages among newlyweds in the U. However, different
groups experienced different trends. Rates more than doubled among whites and nearly tripled among blacks.
But for both Hispanics and Asians, rates were nearly identical in and These seemingly contradictory trends
were driven by the heavy, ongoing Hispanic and Asian immigration wave of the past four decades. For whites
and blacks, these immigrants and, increasingly, their U. But for Hispanics and Asians, the ongoing
immigration wave has also enlarged the pool of potential partners for in-group marriage. There is a strong
regional pattern to intermarriage. Blacks say this at higher rates than do whites; younger adults at higher rates
than older adults; and Westerners at higher rates than people living in other regions of the country. Among all
newlyweds, 9. Among all newlyweds, intermarried pairings were primarily White-Hispanic Among all
newlyweds, native-born Hispanics and Asians were far more likely to intermarry than foreign-born Hispanics
and Asians: Interracial marriage by pairing Asian and White An Asian bride and White groom at their
wedding Marriages between European Americans and Asian Americans are increasingly common for both
genders in the United States. Of all the Asian American groups studied, Indian Americans showed the highest
rates of endogamy, with the overwhelming majority of Indian American women and men marrying Indian
American partners. Indian Americans were also the only Asian American group with higher outmarriage for
men, whereas all other Asian American groups had higher outmarriage for women. By , 28 states prohibited
certain forms of interracial marriage. Asians in California were barred by anti-miscegenation laws from
marrying White Americans a group including Hispanic Americans. Das, was stripped of her American
citizenship for her marriage to an " alien ineligible for citizenship. Los Angeles County ; however the
legislature quickly moved to amend the laws to prohibit such marriages as well in the aftermath of the case.
Koreans had a The research also showed that, among Asians living in the United States, the percentage of
women who married outside their race was higher than the percentage of men. Specifically, Korean-American
women are involved in a higher percent of interracial marriages than Chinese or Japanese women. Bratter and
Rosalind B. In the census, 0. Ten years later, 0. By contrast, in the western U. In the census, the percentage of
black men in the western U. In the 17th century, when Filipinos were under Spanish rule, the Spanish
colonists ensured a Filipino trade between the Philippines and the Americas. When the Mexicans revolted
against the Spanish, the Filipinos first escaped into Mexico, then traveled to Louisiana, where the exclusively
male Filipinos married Native American women. Le estimated that among Asian Americans of the 1.
Historically, Chinese American men married African American women in high proportions to their total
marriage numbers due to few Chinese American women being in the United States. After the Emancipation
Proclamation , many Chinese Americans immigrated to the Southern states, particularly Arkansas , to work on
plantations. Many countries in Latin America have large Mestizo populations; in many cases, mestizos are the
largest ethnic group in their respective countries. Native American and Black Further information: Black
Indians In the United States, interracial unions between Native Americans and African Americans have also
existed throughout the 16th through early 20th century resulting in some African Americans having Native
American heritage. Throughout American history, there has been frequent mixing between Native Americans
and black Africans. When Native Americans invaded the European colony of Jamestown, Virginia in , they
killed the Europeans but took the African slaves as captives, gradually integrating them. Interracial
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relationships occurred between African Americans and members of other tribes along coastal states. During
the transitional period of Africans becoming the primary race enslaved, Native Americans were sometimes
enslaved with them. Africans and Native Americans worked together, some even intermarried and had mixed
children. The relationship between Africans and Native-Americans was seen as a threat to Europeans and
European-Americans, who actively tried to divide Native-Americans and Africans and put them against each
other. At the same time, the early slave population in America was disproportionately male. Records show that
some Native American women bought African men as slaves. Unknown to European sellers, the women freed
and married the men into their tribe. As European expansion increased in the Southeast, African and Native
American marriages became more numerous. Historically, interracial marriage in the United States was of
great public opposition often a taboo , [35] especially among whites. Marriage squeeze A term has arisen to
describe the social phenomenon of the so-called "marriage squeeze" for African American females. Religion
and interracial marriage Historically, many American religions disapproved of interracial marriage. Biblical
literalists are less likely to support interracial marriage to Asians and Latinos. Whites who attend multiracial
congregations or engage in devotional religious practices are more likely to support interracial marriages.
Children with a religious upbringing in non-Western states, particularly the South, were less likely to have
interracially dated than those without religious upbringings. Catholics were twice as likely to be in an
interracial marriage than the general population. For example, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
recommends against interracial marriages , but does not prohibit it. For instance, female immigrants of African
descent are more likely to marry U.
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6: Intermarriage in the U.S. 50 Years After Loving v. Virginia | Pew Research Center
Intermarriage is increasingly common in part due to changing attitudes concerning race, and in part to the growing share
of Asian-American and Hispanic people in the United States.

For more information about data sources and methodology, see Appendix 1. The increasing popularity of
intermarriage. Looking at all married couples in , regardless of when they married, the share of intermarriages
reached an all-time high of 8. In , that share was just 3. Gender patterns in intermarriage vary widely. Among
Asians, the gender pattern runs the other way. Intermarriage rates among white and Hispanic newlyweds do
not vary by gender. In about one-in-five marriages of each group, both the husband and wife are college
graduates. Spouses in the two groups also marry at similar ages with a two- to three-year age gap between
husband and wife , and an equal share are marrying for the first time. However, these overall similarities mask
sharp differences that emerge when the analysis looks in more detail at pairings by race and ethnicity. Some of
these differences appear to reflect the overall characteristics of different groups in society at large, and some
may be a result of a selection process. When it comes to educational characteristics, more than half of white
newlyweds who marry Asians have a college degree, compared with roughly a third of white newlyweds who
married whites. Among Hispanics and blacks, newlyweds who married whites tend to have higher educational
attainment than do those who married within their own racial or ethnic group. During this period, white male
newlyweds who married Asian, Hispanic or black spouses had higher combined earnings than did white male
newlyweds who married a white spouse. Intermarriage in the United States tilts West. For rates of
intermarriage as well as intra-marriage in all 50 states, see Appendix 2. Is more intermarriage good for
society? Minorities, younger adults, the college-educated, those who describe themselves as liberal and those
who live in the Northeast or the West are more disposed than others to see intermarriage in a positive light. In
, the public was divided about this. Several studies using government data have found that overall divorce
rates are higher for couples who married out than for those who married in â€” but here, too, the patterns vary
by the racial and gender characteristics of the couples. These findings are based on scholarly analysis of
government data on marriage and divorce collected over the past two decades. All references in this report to
whites, blacks, and Asians refer to the non-Hispanic portions of those groups. Hispanics are of any race. For
more details, see Appendix 1. Passel, senior demographer at the Pew Research Center, participated in the
initial planning of the project and prepared the couple-level ACS datasets for the analysis.
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7: Mixed Marriage, Intermarriage
The Educational Gradient in Intermarriage: A Comparative Analysis of Immigrant Groups in the United States Matthijs
Kalmijn Social Forces, Volume 91, Number 2, December , pp. (Article).

Estimates are that 50 percent of Jewish men and women intermarry. Several articles about the Catholic Church
have pointed out that many young people have left the Church and have intermarried. These facts are
indicative of the high degree of assimilation and tolerance that is practiced in this country. This is taken as
evidence of the declining role of faith and religious identity in the minds of many young Americans. Surveys,
in fact, show that many do not identify themselves with any religion. Interfaith marriage usually occurs
between one person who is Jewish and another who is Christian. However, there are increasing numbers of
young Catholics and Protestants intermarrying. Generally, this is viewed as less difficult for the young couple
because of a commonly shared theology and culture. Nevertheless, even among Christian sects, interfaith
marriage poses serious problems and creates crises for the couple and their respective families. If the in-laws
are against intermarriage, the stage is set for conflict, bitterness and misunderstanding, with damaging and
long-lasting consequences for these relationships. Also, such hostility can provoke enormous guilt for the
young bride or groom. This guilt makes the task of emotional separation more difficult to achieve. Perhaps the
greatest task of all is coping with feelings of guilt about having left the fold and defied the family. Until
recently, there was little help for those who wanted to marry someone from another religion. Many such
people agonized over the fact that they were leaving their religious heritage. Many priests, rabbis and
ministers who were alarmed at the number of people who appeared to be abandoning the Church and the
synagogue reinforced that guilt. For Jews in particular, there is the guilt of contributing to the possible demise
of their religion through the process of assimilation and intermarriage. Intermarriage confronts the Jew with
the specter of the Holocaust and the memory of German Jews who believed they were assimilated until Hitler
reminded them that they were Jews and not Germans. Here, too, members of the community accuse the person
who is about to intermarry of being a Jewish anti-Semite, believing that the reason for the marriage is to
escape a Jewish identity. They also blame this individual for contributing to the future disappearance of the
Jewish people through intermarriage. For this person, there can be the problem of coping with latent prejudice,
which spills over when the family is faced with this new reality. Then, too, there is the matter of faith. The
Emotional Challenges of Interfaith Marriage. Retrieved on November 14, , from https:
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connected with a legend that the Cherokee Indians of Robeson County.

The study also stated that same-sex couples are about 2. They formed the Mestizo and Mulatto populations
that populate the countries in Latin America. Intermarriage and inter-relations occurred on a larger scale than
most places in the world. In some countries, Asian immigrants have also intermarried among the groups.
About , Cantonese coolies and migrants almost all males were shipped to Latin America, many of them
intermarried and cohabited with the Black, Mestizo, and European population of Cuba, Peru, Guyana,
Trinidad. Many of them also intermarried with Black women and East Indian women. Unlike in Trinidad
Tobago and Guyana who were predominantly Cantonese men who intermarried with Black women and Indian
women. In Jamaica, the Chinese who married Black women were mostly Hakka. According to the Census
from Jamaica and Trinidad alone, 12, Chinese were located between Jamaica and Trinidad. Because almost all
of the Chinese indentured immigrants were men, they tended to intermarry with both East Indians and
Africans, and thus the Chinese of Guyana did not remain as physically distinct as other groups. While
intermarriage between Hakka Chinese and Indians hardly occur. Comins in , with six Indian women marrying
Chinese men in as reported by The Immigration Report for Is this not an act of sacrilege and a disgraceful
scandal according to the Christian faith to entice and encourage Indian females to lead immoral lives? Haynes
Smith, while Creole women were abhorred or ignored by Indian men. Estimates for Chinese-Peruvian is about
1. In Peru non-Chinese women married the mostly male Chinese coolies. Chinese Cuban , Cantonese coolies
all males entered Cuba under contract for 80 years, most did not marry, but Hung Hui cites there was frequent
sexual activity between black women and Cantonese coolies. According to Osberg the free Chinese conducted
the practice of buying slave women and freeing them expressly for marriage. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, Chinese men Cantonese engaged in sexual activity with white Cuban women and black Cuban
women, and from such relations many children were born. The study does not include any people with some
Chinese ancestry. All the samples were White Cubans and Black Cubans. Chinese immigration to Mexico The
Chinese who migrated to Mexico in the 19th to 20th centuries were almost entirely Chinese men. Males made
up the majority of the original Chinese community in Mexico and they married Mexican women. The
Mexicali officials estimate was that slightly more than 2, are full-blooded Chinese and about 8, are
mixed-blood Chinese-Mexicans. Other estimates claimed 50, residents more than thought who are of Chinese
descent. The sentiment against Chinese men was due to and almost all Chinese immigrants in Mexico were
men stealing employment and Mexican women from Mexican men who had gone off to fight in the
Revolution or in World War I. Many men came alone to work and married Costa Rican women and speak
Cantonese. However the majority of the descendants of the first Chinese immigrants no longer speak
Cantonese and feel themselves to be Costa Ricans. Several thousand Chinese from Enping resided in the
country. The Chinese were still largely viewed as a foreign population who married foreign brides but seldom
integrated into Venezuelan society. Chinese Jamaicans When black and Indian women had children with
Chinese men the children were called chaina raial in Jamaican English. The study "Y-chromosomal diversity
in Haiti and Jamaica: Contrasting levels of sex-biased gene flow" shows the paternal Chinese haplogroup O-M
at a frequency of 3. Africa and Middle East[ edit ] Middle East and North Africa[ edit ] Interracial marriage[
not in citation given ] between Arab men and their non-Arab harem slave girls was common in the Arab world
during the Arab slave trade , which lasted throughout the Middle Ages and early modern period. They
interbred with the local population as spoils of warfare or through eventual settling with many Scandinavian
Viking men taking Arab or Anatolian women as wives. There is archaeological evidence the Vikings had
established contact with the city of Baghdad , at the time the center of the Islamic Empire , and connected with
the populace there. Intermarriage was accepted in Arab society, though only if the husband was Muslim. It
was a fairly common theme in medieval Arabic literature and Persian literature. Its frame story involves a
Persian prince marrying seven foreign princesses, who are Byzantine , Chinese , Indian , Khwarezmian ,
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Maghrebian , Slavic and Tartar. Her reign marked the end of the Ayyubid dynasty and the beginning of the
Mameluk era, when a series of former Mamluk slaves would rule over Egypt and occasionally other
neighbouring regions. Arabs played a big role in the African slave trade and unlike the trans-Atlantic trade
most of the black African slaves in the Arab slave trade were women. Most of them were used as sexual slaves
by the Arab men and some were taken as wives. In the former Lusophone Africa now known as Angola ,
Mozambique and Cape Verde racial mixing between white Portuguese and black Africans was fairly common,
especially in Cape Verde, where the majority of the population is of mixed descent. There have been several
cases of Chinese merchants and laborers marrying black African women as many Chinese workers were
employed to build railways and other infrastructural projects in Africa. These labour groups were made up
completely of men with very few Chinese women coming to Africa. The term Coloured is also used to
describe persons of mixed race in the neighbouring nation of Namibia, to refer to those of part Khoisan, part
black and part white descent. The Basters constitute a separate ethnic group that are sometimes considered a
sub-group of the Coloured population of the country. Some of the Xhosa people claim descent from white
people. The royal family of the ImiDushane , for example, is descended from Queen Gquma of the Mpondo , a
white orphan that was adopted by a Xhosa chief after a shipwreck killed her parents. She later married an
Mpondo prince, became his great wife , and served as queen during his reign as king of the Tshomane
Mpondo. Interracial marriage was banned under apartheid. Today there are a number of high-profile
interracial couples in Southern Africa, such as the unions of Mmusi Maimane a black opposition politician
who serves as the Leader of the Opposition of South Africa and his white wife Natalie Maimane, Matthew
Booth a white soccer player and his wife Sonia Bonneventia a black former Miss South Africa first princess
and international model [] and Bryan Habana a coloured South African rugby union player and his white wife
Janine Viljoen. In Sierra Leone , marriages between representatives of British trading firms and princesses of
the Sherbro people created a number of aristocratic families such as the Sherbro Tuckers and the Sherbro
Caulkers. Due to matrilineality, they have maintained their claims to their ancestral thrones. In Benin ,
meanwhile, the descendants of the Brazilian slavetrader Francisco Felix de Sousa and his harem of black
consorts have contributed a number of prominent citizens. In Ghana , a number of founding fathers had
relationships with foreigners of other races: Their children would go on to become politicians like their father.
At the start of the 21st century, their descendants were being led by their only son, Kwame Anthony Appiah.
In addition to this, Dr. Danquah had a son with a British woman during his time in Britain. He would go on to
become noted actor Paul Danquah. In Gabon , a woman by the name of Germaine Anina - daughter of a
Gabonese tribal chief - married a Chinese trader and politician named Cheng Zhiping.
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intermarriage made that subject impossible to study. The early racial intermarriage literature not only tended to overlook
or understate the unique power of racial divisions in U.S. marriage markets, but the intermarriage.

Mildred and Richard Loving On July 11, , newlyweds Richard and Mildred Loving were asleep in bed when
three armed police officers burst into the room. The couple were hauled from their house and thrown into jail,
where Mildred remained for several days, all for the crime of getting married. At that time, 24 states across the
country had laws strictly prohibiting marriage between people of different races. Five weeks earlier, the
longtime couple had learned Mildred was pregnant and decided to wed in defiance of the law. In , they
approached the American Civil Liberties Union to fight their case in court. After an extensive legal battle, the
Supreme Court ruled that laws prohibiting interracial marriage were unconstitutional in June of The last law
officially prohibiting interracial marriage was repealed in Alabama in Under his leadership, the country
underwent significant economic and social progress, while Ruth was a politically active and influential First
Lady. But first they had to overcome the wave of bigotry brought about by their controversial marriage. For
eight years they lived as exiles in England, until the Bamangwato sent a personal cable to the Queen in protest.
Their sons Ian and Tshekedi later became significant political figures as well. Much of this work rested on the
efforts of a remarkable young man named Arcadio Huang. In France, he soon joined with a number of
promising young French scholars to develop a Chinese-French dictionary. There are very few records of
marriages between Europeans and non-Europeans during this time period and many considered such
relationships unthinkable. A year later, Marie-Claude died giving birth to their first child and Huang,
heartbroken, followed her a year later. Historians have speculated that their unusual marriage was one of the
first of its kind. As he gained acceptance into the culture, he taught Spanish combat tactics to the Maya, which
are said to have allowed them to drive out the conquistadors. When Hernan Cortez arrived in the area, an
attempt was made to retrieve Guerrero and one other survivor. My face is tattooed and my ears are pierced.
What would the Spaniards say if they saw me like this? Statue of Gonzalo Guerrero guarding over his family.
The two met in on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in Egypt. Their love for one another was not received well
by the general public, especially in the United States, where racism was still very much the norm. Rhinelander
was a white socialite born into a prominent New York family. Jones was the biracial daughter of a working
class couple. In , the two met in Stamford, Connecticut at a clinic where Kip was working through his issues
of anxiety and stuttering. The couple had a three-year love affair before marrying in Alice became the first
black woman to appear in its pages, and the media swung into action. Headlines immediately blared the news
of the marriage. The two never reunited. He quickly gave up his English habits and wardrobe and replaced
them with nautch parties and Mughal-style outfits. As he delved deeper and deeper into the culture,
Kirkpatrick converted to Islam and in married Khair un-Nissa, the teenage granddaughter of the prime
minister of Hyderabad. A public outrage quickly ensued in Calcutta because the marriage was interracial. As
imperialism swept across India, the union became even more of a taboo, especially because Kirkpatrick was
the highest-ranking official yet to be involved in this type of marriage. Upon hearing of the scandal, newly
appointed governor of India Lord Rickard Wessesley summoned Kirkpatrick to Calcutta, where he was
reprimanded and dismissed from his position. He went on to have two children with his wife. A few years
later, Kirkpatrick decided his children should be sent to England to for schooling and to receive Christian
names. They never returned to India. Immediately after they left, he came down with a fever and died around
Khair un-Nissa would die of natural causes only a few years later. Bill de Blasio and Chirlane McCray In spite
of the increased acceptance of interracial marriage across the United States, Bill de Blasio, elected Mayor of
New York in , is the first white official to be elected into a major office with a black spouse by his side. While
polls show that interracial marriages across the United States are increasingly accepted, some disapproval is
still overt: A Cheerios ad featuring a biracial family sparked so many racist remarks on Youtube that
comments had to be disabled. Many celebrate the de Blasio marriage as another significant milestone and hope
it will help combat the racism that still exists in a country constantly striving to uphold its cornerstone value of
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